
CREATE REMARKABLE AUDIO VISUAL EXPERIENCES



Using effective sound, video, and
lighting improves communication
by heightening the awareness of
your audience’s sight and hearing.
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ABOUT US

Our Story

For over 20 years, customers in Hamilton and Niagara region have been choosing Soundbox for their
live audio visual production requirements. Our goal when developing Soundbox was to be able to
provide clients with world-class AV production value in our local community. No more driving to nearest
big city to get the best of best. That mindset has taken us from being a regional business to supplying
for events across North America and around the world.

From full tour and event production, product sales and repair, installation, conference and meeting
support, our customers return to us time and again. We are fortunate to have the dedicated staff and
reputable clients to have grown from a small proprietary company into a competitive corporation.

In 2020, when Covid halted many of our live events, Soundbox acquired eThereLIVE to expand our
virtual and streaming offerings. eThereLIVE has been a leader in streaming for over 10 years and had
already established a solid reputation in the virtual event industry. Having previously worked alongside
the eThereLIVE team, we knew that they have the same customer service mindset and would be a great
addition to the Soundbox team.
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OUR CLIENTS

We truly believe that our
customers are a key part of our
success.



PLANNING

PLANNING

PLANNING

BUILDING

BUILDING

BUILDING

MAINTAINING

MAINTAINING

MAINTAINING

BY THE NUMBERS

Experts Through Experience

EVENTS PER YEAR

SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS

STOPPING US

YEARS IN BUSINESS

FEET OF CABLE

PIECES OF INVENTORY

STREAMING VIEWS

SQ FT OF WAREHOUSE

JUNO WINNING BANDS

20+ 1M

35K 500100K

20K 50+ 0

1000
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A FEW OF OUR BRANDS...

When it comes to full-service event production support in Hamilton, Niagara, the GTA, and beyond,
Soundbox has a reputation for quality service and creative solutions for a broad scope of events,
meetings, conferences, performances, and tours. For over 20 years, our skilled team uses their
innovation and creativity to turn an ordinary space into an attractive audio and visual experience.
Whether your event is for a few people or a few thousand, we commit ourselves to top-shelf service and
high event production standards.

EVENT SUPPORT

Events Made Simple
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SPECIAL EVENTS

Want to make your special event, well, special? Soundbox’s experience and resources to your event’s
specific needs to make your event not just a gathering, but a memorable experience.
MEETING AV

Meetings are tough enough without needing to worry if your AV setup is going to work. With our custom
solutions, you can present with confidence.
CONFERENCES

Professional AVL for professionals. Impress your colleagues and partners wherever they’re from with
a conference built by the expert Soundbox team.
LIVE PERFORMANCES

You bring the talent, and we’ll bring the tech. As one of the most trusted names in live performance,
Soundbox is sure to be able to make any space a top-notch venue.
TOUR SUPPORT

Take the show wherever you go. Soundbox has all of your touring needs covered from shipping to set-up
to running show and more.

EVENT SUPPORT

For Any Occasion
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They helped me transform an iconic wedding
and event space into a high-tech television
studio type environment, and their creative
touches created an unforgettable experience
for our guests.

-STEPHANIE SHUSTER, INNOVATION FACTORY
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A FEW OF OUR BRANDS...

eThereLIVE, a streaming production company, was founded 13 years ago and began life by offering
clients hassle free video streams for special events. As technology progressed, virtual and hybrid
events became more the norm and eThereLIVE was on the cutting edge.

In 2020, when COVID-19 forced more people into a remote work environment and increased the need
for virtual events, the demand for eThereLIVE's services was overwhelming. In order to keep up with
demand eThereLIVE was acquired by Soundbox. This acquisition bolstered the already impressive
technical capabilities of Soundbox and eThereLIVE and allowed them to become a one-stop-shop for
all things event digital streaming in Hamilton, Niagara, the GTA, and beyond.

STREAMING & VIRTUAL EVENTS

Go Virtual with
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VIRTUAL EVENTS

Host an event entirely online by creating a virtual event. Take advantage of eThereLIVE's years of
experience with these events to make sure your event looks great and broadcasts reliably.
HYBRID EVENTS

Hybrid events combine both in-person and virtual elements to create two amazing experiences. With
eThereLIVE taking care of streaming and Soundbox taking care of live production, we can provide the
resources and experience needed to make your next hybrid event a success
SPORTING EVENTS

Expand beyond the stands. eThereLIVE and Soundbox offer sporting organizations the ability to create
fully customizable broadcasts at an affordable price point.
WEBINAR PRODUCTION

Take your webinars to the next level. With the help of eThereLIVE and Soundbox, you can increase your
production level while keeping things simple on your end.
MEETING MANAGEMENT

Got an online meeting that needs to flow flawlessly? Let eThereLIVE give you a hand to take the stress
and guesswork out of your next big meet up.

STREAMING & VIRTUAL EVENTS

Be There from Anywhere
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I was unprepared for how great the job would
be. The stream was set up and working
perfectly in a fraction of the time that I’ve ever
seen it take. What’s more, they were friendly,
personable, and totally accommodating. I
honestly can’t say enough about this
experience.

-M. PETERSON, PEEL DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD
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A FEW OF OUR BRANDS...

Our installation staff have years of industry experience that make them experts in audio, lighting, and
visual equipment. This allows us to offer a comprehensive range of audiovisual system design and
consulting services for venues of all types, sizes, and purposes from low-capacity bars and houses of
worship to multi-thousand seat concert halls. We partner with world-leading manufacturers to ensure
our customers are presented with leading-edge technology. Additionally, we will provide you with
training and resources to use your new systemwhile also providing you ongoing repairs on anything you
might need. In combination, we take pride in the fact that we will not only give you a system that fits
your needs but also one that will last.

DESIGN & INSTALLATION

Get the Most From Your Venue
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HOUSE OF WORSHIP

Modern houses of worship have unique AVL needs depending on anything such as their capacity,
style of worship, needs of their worshipers, and role within their communities. We take this all into
account as we craft your system to meet those needs to best serve you and your community.

PERFORMANCE VENUE

Keep audiences coming back for more. The backbone of any performance venue is the experience
they provide for their patrons. Soundbox will help you get the very best out of your space whether
that’s through a new system or a handful of equipment upgrades.

CORPORATE OFFICES

All workplaces run on communication. We make sure all of your messages come across whether
it’s internal, external, or a combination of the two.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

Running AVL shouldn’t need to be in your lesson plan. With Soundbox, we help your lessons and
teaching tools look and sound great without the headache.

MUNICIPALITIES

Governments are counted on to be reliable and their communication systems are no different.
Whether you need simple AVL to run meetings or secure voting and integrated communications,
you can count on us.

DESIGN & INSTALLATION

Systems for Any Venue
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I would undoubtedly say that Soundbox
Productions will be from now on the only
company we work with! Not only did they
provide Bosch with high quality equipment at
an extremely competitive cost but the service
was bar none the best I have seen.

-NATHAN LAMBERT, BOSCH REXROTH CANADA
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Our in-house service and repair department offers excellent diagnostic and repair services for
professional audio, lighting and video equipment. Service is performed at our Hamilton location or on-
site wherever you may be. No warranty? No problem. We service warrantied and non-warranty
equipment and have customization options to suite your individual requirements. Get the most out of
your gear by getting in touch.

NO QUESTIONS ASKED

Following a Soundbox installation, enjoy a 6-month No-Questions-Asked repair service. We’ll make any
fixes you need for free during this period to make sure your new system gets off on the right foot.
WE FIX ANYTHING
Need an AVL fix on a brand we don’t carry? No worries! Our dedicated staff can source replacement
parts from any distributor to make sure your gear can get back to normal.
OPTIMIZE YOUR SET-UP
At Soundbox, we’re committed to ensuring that you can thrive with your system or equipment. That’s
why we consult with customers of all stripes to make sure they are getting the most out of their AVL.

SERVICE & REPAIR

Diagnose, Optimize, Repair
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The staff have a great mix of smarts, experience
and creativity.

-PASTOR CHRIS COUPER, BETHEL GOSPEL TABERNACLE
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A FEW OF OUR BRANDS...

Given our vast experience with AVL event support and installation, we’ve come to know a thing or two
about gear. Working with this equipment day in and day out we know what the best tool for the job is at
the best price and it’s this knowledge we use when consulting purchases with our customers. When
combined with our vast inventory of trusted brands, you can be sure that when you buy equipment from
us, you’re not just getting gear, you’re getting a solution.

PRODUCT SALES

Gear You Can Trust
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The name Soundbox is synonymous with quality
products, services and true commitment to
community.

-MELISSA SHUKER, SALTFLEET FIGURE SKATING CLUB
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